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Abstract:Managing of a cloud environment security is a complex task due to amount of present layers and various
technological components. This paper proposes a novel security management approach utilising a trusted third-
party security services provider as a solution for the cloud security challenging tasks. The trusted third-party acts as
the Security-as-a-Service entity providing automation of security management tasks to its tenants. The main idea
of this proposal resides in facilitating and ensuring the compliance with security requirements through top-level
security policies definitions transformed into low-level configuration and vulnerability controls. Provided outputs
are standardised for interoperability purposes and are suitable for subsequent usage such as audit, forensics, moni-
toring or customer security ensurance.
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1 Introduction

Complexity of cloud services technological back-
ground has a significant impact on the services’ secu-
rity. Traditional static security controls can not deal
with the dynamic nature of cloud computing, new
thinking with regard to cloud computing is needed [1].
Multiplicity of cloud stack layers, number of compo-
nents included in each layer and heterogenity of tools
used for securing single part of each layer yields ne-
cessity of interoperability among such tools, standard-
ization and certain automation level.

This paper propose a novel security management
approach based on a Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS)
concept. The proposed service concept itself can be
utilised as private and even public service, the ser-
vice facilitates securing any of infrastructure, platform
and software services provided both publicly and pri-
vately. The existing standards are incorporated and
the principles of security configuration management
and vulnerability management are used.

The proposed SECaaS service can be categorised
according to Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [2] as
”#5 Security Assessment” and ”#7 Security Informa-
tion and Event Management”.

The introductory chapters of this contribution dis-
cuss the cloud services security issues, related secu-
rity management principles and the contemporary rel-
evant standardization efforts. The following chapters
presents certain cloud security management approach.

This approach can be used for a custom security so-
lution design and implementation. The last chapters
brings an overview of related work, concluding chap-
ter and literature references.

The cloud related nomenclature and definitions
used in this paper comply with the NIST definition
of cloud computing [3].

2 Cloud computing security chal-
lenges

Cloud services are built from multiple interconnected
components, starting from physical facilities and
hardware, abstraction and virtualisation layers and
its interfaces, virtualised hardware, operation systems
with encapsulated utilities, services and tools, plat-
form components and finally custom software using
databases and plenty of other resources.

This enumeration covers examples of IaaS, PaaS
and SaaS underlying technical components whose se-
curity has to be managed and assured properly regard-
less of whether the provider directly owns them or
rents them from third parties.

If a SaaS provider rents IaaS or PaaS services, he
should consider not only his own software security but
also security of all third party services. This is an in-
credible complex task, due to following issues:

• multiplicity of own technical components and
third party services,
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• heterogenity of the manner, how the components
and services enables vendor-specific security re-
lated information delivery including these issues:

– syntax disunity,
– semantics disunity,
– encapsulating access channel (web applica-

tion, web service, log files, messaging, ...)
disunity.

• lack of interoperability between security tools,

• storage, archiving and indisputableness of secu-
rity related information,

• adaptation of security related information for au-
dit, forensics and security management purposes,

• adaptation of security related information for
customer purposes.

The security related information incorporate con-
figuration status, log message, system alert and the
like from any source.

3 The foundations
The security management approach proposed in chap-
ter 4 deals with the present issues utilizing security
management principles and standardization described
below.

3.1 Relevant security management princi-
ples

Configuration management(CM), originating in mili-
tary engineering, is defined by NIST [4] as ”collection
of activities focused on establishing and maintaining
the integrity of products and systems, through control
of the processes for initializing, changing, and mon-
itoring the configurations of those products and sys-
tems.”

On the basis of CM, NIST gives a defini-
tion of Security-Focused Configuration Management
(SecCM) [4]: ”management and control of secure
configurations for an information system to enable se-
curity and facilitate the management of risk. SecCM
builds on the general concepts, processes, and activi-
ties of configuration management by attention on the
implementation and maintenance of the established
security requirements of the organization and infor-
mation systems.”

Gartner [5] definesvulnerability managementas
”a process that can be implemented to make IT en-
vironments more secure and to improve an organiza-
tion’s regulatory compliance posture”. The process
includes six steps [5]:

• policy definition,

• baseline the environment,

• prioritize mitigation activities,

• shield the environment using security tools,

• mitigate the vulnerability and eliminate the root
causes,

• maintain and continually monitor the environ-
ment for deviations from policy and to identify
new vulnerabilities.

According to Gartner [5], the four main technol-
ogy categories for automation of vulnerability man-
agement process can be used:

• vulnerability assessment,

• security configuration management and policy
compliance,

• IT security risk management, and

• security information and event management
(SIEM).

3.2 Security related information standard-
ization

There are some standards defined suitable forsecurity
related informationinterchange, which is one of the
crucial requirements of the proposed approach.

This paper percieves thesecurity related informa-
tion as any security-relevant information originating
from a certain system component or human effort.

The standardized specification set suitable for se-
curity related information notation is the Security
Content Automation Protocol (SCAP). This protocol
developed by NIST [6] ”is a suite of specifications that
standardize the format and nomenclature by which
software flaw and security configuration information
is communicated, both to machines and humans.”

SCAP consists of two major elements called
SCAP components specificationsand SCAP content.
Current SCAP version 1.2 components specifications
comprise a suite of 11 open specifications in five cat-
egories [7]:

• languagesproviding standard vocabularies and
conventions for expressing security policy, tech-
nical check mechanisms and assessment results,

• reporting formatsproviding the necessary con-
structs to express collected information in stan-
dardized formats,
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• enumerationsdefine a standard nomenclature
and an official dictionary or list of items ex-
pressed using that nomenclature,

• measurement and scoring systemsused for eval-
uating specific characteristics of a security weak-
ness and generating a relative severity score,

• integrity protectionhelps to preserve the integrity
of SCAP content.

SCAP content includes standardized software
flaw, security configuration, and platform identifica-
tion reference data [7].

3.2.1 Configuration checklists

Configuration management can be automated using
the SCAP-expressedchecklists. These checklists
use a standardized languageExtensible Configuration
Checklist Description Format(XCCDF), designed for
authoring security checklists and for reporting results
or evaluating them [7]. The checklists express what
checks should be performed using [7]:

• the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Lan-
guage(OVAL) for automated checks and

• theOpen Checklist Interactive Language(OCIL)
for checks that cannot be performed satisfacto-
rily using OVAL.

OVAL and OCIL can include various enumera-
tions [7]:

• Common Platform Enumeration(CPE) for plat-
form definitions,

• Common Configuration Enumeration(CCE) de-
scribing which security settings should be
adressed and

• Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures(CVE)
defining which software flaw should be adressed.

Some SCAP-expressed checklists are publicly
available from Red Hat, Novell, Debian, US govern-
ment agencies and other organisations1. Building own
custom SCAP-expressed checklists is recommended
through customisation of acquired publicly available
checklists.

SCAP-expressed checklists are suitable for nota-
tion of human-created security configuration require-
ments and policies.

1For details and links visit
http://makingsecuritymeasurable.mitre.org/ website.

3.2.2 Event representation

The Common Event Expression(CEE) standardizes
the representation of event records in logs to achieve
interoperability [8]. CEE proposes [8]:

• common, extensible event record syntax,

• common, extensible taxonomy for events,

• common, extensible set of logging recommenda-
tions,

• required characteristics for common log trans-
port.

CEE is suitable for notation of computer-created
security information, such as log messages and alerts.

4 The cloud security management
approach proposal

The fundamental idea of the proposal consists in the
assumption that the overall security level of a complex
system in the certain point in time depends especially
on

• the proper security configuration of each single
component, on

• early identification of known vulnerabilities, and
on

• proper security events detection and evaluation.

The PDCA2 method must be repetitively applied
to each of the points above, i.e.:

• the accurate set of controls must be defined ac-
cording to top-level policies,

• the controls must be initially applied to the actual
systems,

• the controls must be continually and periodically
measured, evaluated, reported and

• the proper actions must be immediately taken.

2the Plan-Do-Check-Act management method made popular
by Dr. W. Edwards Deming
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4.1 Requirements
On the grounds of security-focused configuration
management and vulnerability management, follow-
ing requirements for proposed management approach
and prospective supporting service (SECaaS) were de-
fined:

• ability to transform top-level policies to low-
level component requirements (quality and secu-
rity measures, configuration requirements, ver-
sion requirements etc.),

• continually monitor the environment compo-
nents for deviation from policy and controls,

• ability to identify and to get rid of known vulner-
abilities,

• configuration repository and persistent secu-
rity information storage existence with history
recording,

• ability to provide outputs for other security appli-
cations (audit, forensics, SIEM, reporting, etc.),

• ability to be a part of risk management frame-
work,

• standardize inputs and outputs to enhance inter-
operability,

• track relationships between all system compo-
nents to avoid reciprocal incompatibility or ser-
vice unavailibility problems being consequent
upon security related changes or updates.

These requirements must be fullfilled by certain
SECaaS provider according to this proposal. The fol-
lowing chapter defines the requirements for SECaaS
provider capabilities.

4.2 SECaaS provider capabilities
The proposed management approach is based on the
idea of SECaaS provider that is able to interact with
one or more service consumers in the manner ilus-
trated on figure 1 in appendix.

The both tenant’s security staff and tenant’s in-
formation systems interact securely3 with the SECaaS
provider using the tenant interface built on web based
technologies4. This interface enables the tenants to:

3Secure communication channel such as HTTPS or VPN must
be used.

4web application for human interaction, web services for sys-
tem interaction

• define custom or select predefined machine
checkable security controls related to top level
policies, that can be different for earch tenant,

• provide outputs from continuous monitoring ex-
ecuted by agents (described below) in various
forms of detail and structure on the basis of in-
tended purpose (e.g. monitoring centre or ten-
ant’s service customer security ensurance),

• secure and trusted storage of all security related
information,

• the SECaaS provider should preferably provide
encryption, electronic signing and digital times-
tamping services.

4.2.1 Security policies and controls

The top-level requirements for any cloud service are
transformed into detailed technical controls which are
internally recorded into the SCAP-expressed checklist
format XCCDF, using OVAL and OCIL languages for
expressing granular assessment. This checklist can
contain electronic signature allowing validating the
integrity, origin, and authenticity of documents [9].
The complete reference for this format can be found
in [9].

4.2.2 Agents and dispatchers

The agents provided by SECaaS are distributed to
tenants and installed into their technical environment
which has to be monitored. The agents are oper-
ating on particular technical parts of the cloud ser-
vice’s technical environment, they continuously mon-
itor the target environment. The agents communi-
cates over encrypted channel with the agent dispatch-
ers, that are responsible for determining the tasks
assigned to each agent. Each agent’s tasks origi-
nate from the XCCDF configuration checklist. Each
agent also assess the controlled technical resources
version numbers against external vulnerability infor-
mation sources provided by the core system. Agents
continuously assess the environment components in
intervals determined by the agent dispatcher. Apart
from the configurations and versions scanning, agents
also collects security related log records. Deviations
from defined policies are detected and reported by the
agent dispatcher. The agents are designed to operate
inside all of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS environments.

Messages from the agents are sent to security
messaging bus. Security relevant messages are passed
to the standardisation engine, which normalizes the
syntax and the semantics of all incoming messages to
the CEE notation.
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4.2.3 Outputs

The standardised outputs are provided to the tenant’s
arbitrary systems, such as monitoring centre, SIEM5,
tools designed for performing audit and forensics or
an interface dedicated to cloud customer’s security in-
formation subscriptions.

4.2.4 Third-parties

The SECaaS provider should use third-party resources
to enhance its security services completeness and
quality. The provider should automatically gather in-
formation from known vulnerability databases, from
recommended secure configuration repositories and
from the other similar security sources.

The authorities like government or certification
authorities may require an access to SECaaS provider
interface to ascertain the provider’s compliance with
some policies or licencing terms or to gather an aggre-
gated security related information for statistical pur-
poses etc.

4.2.5 The core

The core of SECaaS system should at least consist
of a pre-defined low-level controls storage that can
help tenants to define initial controls, security intel-
ligence store used for evaluation and interpretation of
data collected by agents, security related configura-
tion repository, and vulnerabilities repository.

5 Related work

Barrère, Badonnel and Festor [10] are using OVAL
language for vulnerability descriptions in the manage-
ment plane of autonomic networks and systems. They
are utilising the Cfengine tool as the autonomic main-
tenance system that provides support for automating
the management of large-scale environments based
on high-level policies [10]. Their main contribution
resides in integrating OVAL language into Cfengine
through translation from OVAL notation into rules in-
terpretable by Cfengine.

Cloud Security Alliance [1] brings the idea of
Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS), enumerating addi-
tional distinct SECaaS services and their require-
ments. Cloud Security Alliance research include the
CloudTrust Protocol [11] which is a mechanism by
which cloud service consumers ask for and receive in-
formation about the elements of transparency as ap-
plied to cloud service providers employing SCAP pro-
tocol.

5Security Incident and Event Management

Lang [12] deals with security policy automation
employing the model-driven security approach. He
presents the proprietary OpenPMF tool implementing
application security policy automation.

Banghart [13] introduces the ideas of security
standardisation and automation using SCAP protocol.

There are some open-source projects implement-
ing some SCAP components on the SourceForge.net
open source application and software directory. For
example ovaldi, escapeeditor, scapexec, escapelibrary,
xccdfexec, xccdf2pdf and rectracker.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a cloud security management
approach based on outsourcing of complex security
tasks to Security-as-a-Service provider. The approach
presented a solution to solve the cloud computing se-
curity challenges described in chapter 2. The security-
focused configuration management and vulnerability
management together with security information stan-
dardisation are the fundamental basis of the proposed
approach.
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Figure 1: SECaaS provider schema
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